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COUNCIL OF AIIUC ON
- llVuLio A® p ROG RA i ME S UNDERTAKEN SINCE 
-----------£.£ b^_BHIL AI_ SE3SIQN — 30—31 December '93.

Comrades,

Council WaS October' 1992, that we had met in General a S aSysis^^ C—-der?Xg
Class and th- ffad! T n sltuatlon confronting th. working 
become absolute ^n?"1011 movement, concluded that it had 
of che working- " ^C'-ssary to further develop struggles 
the newl y-c^I-^S - p °n °Ur °Wn' as wel1 as through Coram?S union fo™,,, of ‘'Sponsoring
concrete orvoick'^ 1 ^h11^ laying down certain reroJe I organisational and movement-related casks, the

called on all affiliates const! , tdj<e lead in bringing together
left-oria Tted°w T° U’ ^onsoring Committee and other 
, . . , oilers organisations for wmt agitation
by the’comiJtSd10?^^ Commonly decided upon 
agitational activity^!- bargee ana focus of

fSrmidaolJ1^^^ WdS °uilding UP of a broad and
to effactivelyth" WOrkin9 class with a view 
and Industrial policies9©! th^Rat^h °f thJ nSW Economic 
on the vital inf-restf of the wof? • at the centre

clas; obnoxious anti-working

Co unc il

gave tha ^ncil
toning up or streamlining our 

every level 'with utmost sense Gf 
= ss1. Others high-lighted the need 

fhrough kpeJdfnl ^Softf organfs^t^ 

°n the basis of their most
-limiMtion of <0^°-1SSUeS like n€^d-based minimum 
limmation oi obnoxious casual and contract

employment, job-security, trad

own organisation 
urgency and earns 
to considerably ;

otners stressed che urgent u 
workers/employees in differs:

union rights,
system

wage s, 
of

of 
an dservices with a view to enlisting chair active" and 

conscious participation in the developing nationwX 
comoative actions against anti-people policies of Narsimha 
Kao government on tne one hand and against dark forces 
of corrwunalism and religious fundamentalism on thS otter.

coned. ... .2
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Our role in subsequent major campaigns 
undertaken _ unicedly____ _____ .

The Norking Committee in its meeting held in Bnilai 
on nay 14-15, 1993, undertook a review of tne extent to 
which the state Committees of aITUC, and che organisation 
as such, were able to implement the programme of agitational 
and combative activities, besides fulfilling the.organisa- 
tional tasks set by the Goa General Council Session, ^e.s 
regards the main target . - _ set for the perioa
immediately following the Session, it felt satisfied. ... at 
the role played by the AITUC in ensuring the resounding 
success of the 25th November (19 92) March to the parliament. 
j?he Norking Committee appraised the 25th November March to 
the parliament as an important milestone in the advance of 
united action of Trade Unions in our country on the basis or 
a joint platform of common concerns and demands or the 
wo r k i ng - pe opl e.

Phc set back and resumption of march forward

Although the march forward of the campaign unleashes 
by the strident call issued by the 25th November (199 2) 
unitea Rally for intensification of the struggle against 
New Economic and Industrial policies of the Government 
suffered a set back due to the communal halocaust triggered.
by the demolition of the Babri-Masjid structure by Hindu 
communalists, the Sponsoring Committee of Trade Union 
managed in the following months to restore the tempo .of the 
movement. as is known to you all, this was achieved by 
considerably expanding the composition and mass base of 
Grade Union action, through its broadening into a joint 
action-platform of all left oriented class & mass organisa
tions, including agricultural workers, Kisans, Youth, 
Students, and women. Thousands of representatives of these 
organisations held a historic Convention in New Delhi on 
tne 15th npril, 1993. Judging by its extensively broad 
composition and the content of its deliberations and 
conclusions, this Convention could well be described as 
tne first of its kind in the history of mass movements in 
tne post-independence era.

Reviewing this phase of the toiling peoples' 
movement, aITUC Norking Committee held in Bhilai observed 
that this Convention of Trade Unions and mass organisations 
constituted a historic step in che direction of giving 
concrete shape to the long over due task of building up 
the broadest possible platform of action for defence and 
extension of common demands and rights- of che mass of the 
coiling people. Besides articulating firm .opposition of 
mass of the toiling people to the No rid Bank and I.m.f. 
nictated anti—people policies of Narasimha Rao Government 
tne platform advanced slogans and tasks involving mobiliza
tion of vast sections of the people to beat back the 
fierce onslaught of communalism and religious fanaticism 
on our class unity as well as on national unity and 
integrity.

contd...... 3
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In 
aff iliate s 
in intense 
ing out of
avail a bl e

tne subsequent months our State Committees and 
LLLLivL C°Untry earnestly engaged themselves 
maso activity modder to fulfil the tasks aris- 

avanable report^1!1011 °f tnd April Convention. Prom the mounted1^ carapaigns and agitational activity
be cLLXLXrfL ^db^tt./local Committees, it Luld 
seriousness afd int° the battle with utmost
shoL™L fighting zeal. Bven making allowance for 
SLc L X whcLlng in certain sectors a"d 3t3te^ thf 
pLLd hv fLT f Caa.take legitimate pride in the role 
iniKatX L L P L alm°St evSry lfaval in taking 
bb^ a, to organise and mobilize different sections 
thu -orkfng people „ith diverse or no affiliations 
implementing the decisions of the April Convention. aiJUC 

in majoniuy of cases were in the forefront during 
campaign culminating in the 9th September
strike and Bandh. Tens of thousand AIJ?UC Cadres, 

brunt . L leaaers at various levels bore theand LL Lss!LreTSSi°n' including arrests, lathicharge 
hundreds of members of aLL"T7 Delhi itself leaders, ifelfdim com. S Unions, led by national T.u. 
Sdcretfria? T ’ -1 ndraj it . Gupta, Chaturanan Mishra,
like irade UnionL^0 members of Parliament
leader Com LLLdL rf Corn« Goudas Dasgupta, Khet Mazdoor 
to ).,ril+. ra Jna' and Com.Balram, etc. were subject,
in the 'Jail BnafLr9e teargassin9 while participating 

Jail Bnaro' programme on the 19th August, 1993.

af f iliates

on ?ar OUr ^'o^iag Committee reckoning, not less members ^lllon workers, peasants, agricultural workers ana of Y°^h< Students anS 
participated in one form or the other in

With thS defending

d

in o-ib- ~ Bajrangdal combine/} in its m^tinn be isin Delhi on 21-22nd Octo^r urn <-£/ f g h ldcongratulated the tens nf\L/93H h working Committee 
and leaders at different i J Airuc. cadres, members
displayed by th-an in the fArf 3 for ^he indomitable courage 
Government's renro^ f of comblned onslaught of the 
by disruptive machinery and of employers, aidedrlpoLf on the L T™1 reaction. a summary of 
_PZ S °n ^lsth/ugust ''Jail Bharo" and the 9th

and Bandh is being appended to thisreport (appx.i

at state/local and industry level

review has been marked by a whole series of struggles by our affiliates at different- 1a ,pi 
wicn tneir specific demands and grievances an incr-^-Vno number of which are arising outLf the i^l eLn t If ion of 
no °a °r thS other of che New economic and Industrial
LLZiL iL A summary o^(reports on these
struggles is given m appx.n. some 6t the hi ' ’ 
aspects or tnese policies that have come to th< w ith

available
contd 4
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economic and social life of the 
high-lighted in the memoran urn 

Union Finance Minister in i
pre-budget discussions on the Union ±n appx>III.
The memorandum is being reproduced i undertakenIt may be pointed out that a similar exercise was undertax r

in respect of the 1993-94 Budget & the correct- 
disastrous consequences of the imp a
economic and industrial policy underr

devastating effect on the
working people, 
presented to the

have been

in January 1993 
ss cf/j analysis of the 

tion of the New
borne out by the developments caking p 

thereafter. Pursuit of the new Economic and^lndusrria _ 
policy, with its essential components of liberalis '
free market, so-called industrial restructuring, _ i . . ?
ment of P SU shares aimed at denationalisation ana Pf^^a 
tion, unrestrained entry of MNCs leading to destrucci i 
the very foundation for building a self-reliant economy anu 
not so concealed implementation of 'exit policy , has alre y 
qiven rise to acute economic and social crisis in e. — coun r^

in it

The world Bank and I.M.F., ordained prescription '-for dp- 
lifting national economy with drastic squeeze on JewMop- . 
mental and social spending has only contributed to mtensi- 
Fvim further the effect of recession. Constant and steep

-rise and explosiv situation on the employment
art combining to pull down the
standards 
continue

already miserable living 
s, shut-down and lay-orf

d throughput the indu
prestigious and giant Public secto 
whetri Copper mines, II SCO, IDPL, 
increasing number of units particu

erprise 1 ike. BHBL 
NPCC with ever 

■ in the Metal and
sick

witholding ord th<

alloc ations.
requirements of woifking capital and of budgetary

Special Tripartite machinery t up by
the Government under pressure from the Trade Union movement 
to devise ways and means to tackle the situation, has all 
but been scuttled and utilization of BIFR mechanism is
instead in full swing. Repeated demand by all the national 
Trade union centres to activise the Tripartite machinery 
and industrial Committees has been falling on deaf ears.
The situation in enterprises run by State Governments is 
no different. Road Transport industry in particular,is 
being hit hard by the privatisation drive.

The aITUC Centre is virtually flooded with requests 
from our Unions in the stricken enterprises and industries 
to intervene in the situation. In its turn the centre has 
been repeatedly knocking "the doors of various ministries 
of the Central Government without any appreciable results. 
At times some amount of relief could be obtained for 
workers in some cases with the assistance of members of 
parliament - Coms. Indraj it Gupta, Chaturanan Mishra, 
Gurudas Dasgupta and Gaya Singh. But theso efforts merely 
fringe of the fast developing situation. touch the

It is worth mentioning, however,that the workers and 
their Trade Unions almost in every case, are increasingly 
refusing to take things lying down. A gratifying feature 
of the situation is that even forgetting their rivalry

co ntd.....b
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wherever iu exists, trade unions with different affiliation 
including the INTUC-affiliates, are unitedly resisting the 
attacks on their jobs and working conditions. It has to be 
appreciated that AlfuC affiliates are in most of the cases 
ca;ving a leading part in the increasing number of such 
skirmishes on local or industrial level. a brief account 
or some of the major sectoral struggles is given below;

Public sector workers' phased programme of united 
action ....  ' ■ ■"!■■■ , . , ■ _  

ft phased programme of united action (including a 
threatened 3-day token strike) organised by the CPGIU 
against ban on wage-negotiations and for increase in rate 
wl industrial D.A. , achieved partial success. The Govt.

lift the ban on wage negotiations and hike the 
2.00 per point. However the issue

of working out of si abs
-iscusseu among Trade Unions to evolve a concensus before 
a- uOvdrnmenc could finally decide... the issue. The Trade

unions have by now presented she Government a comnonly
agreed scheme of slabs, and are awaiting Government's

the 
rous

sponse thereto.
Government unitedly with th-

'guidelines' for waot

Union centres are confronting 
demand that the preposte-

withdrawn and mahag 
undertakings be giv 
and connected daman

nents of
gotiations by the 
individual public

be

collective bargaining
of employees

ciiscuss and 
through the

decide wag- 
process of

2. Central Government employees' struggle for wage 
fir vis ion and conrec ted issues

AS a consequence of powerful united agitation by the 
Central Government employees, with the National Joint 
Council of action deciding on an indefinite strike for 
enforcing the acceptance of their wage claims, the Govt, 
was forced to come to a settlement with the Council. Hard 
oargaining between the parties yielded an interim relief 
at the rate of Rs. 100/- p.m. , with provision for setting 
up a new pay Commission (the 5th one) to review structure of 
Pay and allowances and other related matters. Besides 
merger of^a part of D.a. with wages for the purpose of 
payment of gratuity,4the ceiling on emoluments for Bonus

, payment stands raised from Rs.3S00) to Rs. 4,500/- in case 
'of Railwaymen, and from Rs. 2,500/- to Rs. 3,500/- in case 
Oj_ other central Government employees in receipt of 
productivity Linked Bonus, including p.j T. and a section 
of the Defence workers.

3 . Bankme n 1 s struggl_e for introduction of pensign Scheme

Following a long, but well-organised agitation and 
struggle, including token strikes, the Bankmen, lead 
jointly by the AIBcA and A1B0A, achieved a signal victory 
in enforcing the acceptance of their demand for a full- 
fleaped Index-linked pension Scheme. High-lights of this 
Sen erne have been published in Trade Union Record dt.20. 11.93. 
The Bankmen are now up in arms against tne so-called 
"action plan", hatched by top Bank executives under advice 
of the Finance minister himself, inorder to cripple their 
bargaining power .vis-a-vis the I.B.A. and the Govt.

contd....... 6
I
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so as to overcome this resistance- 
adverse changes in Banking laws an 
of reforms in the Banking sector.

me as ure s 1ead ipg 
practices in the

to
name

4. strike of dpspal^ _staff

rhe postal staff through a 4-5 day country
ffect. The strik

/payment of 
hs «5d/-F mi 
as Interim 
h -11 to

reaching a posieiv; 
the main issue’s in\

are still awaited.

Government onunderstanding with
Ived in it, one of the mam_issu

1 extra- departmental staff
with regard to the outcome or

In almost every case th 
full support to the workers

by issuing press state 
through the columns of

i ng

AlfGC secretariat .
struggles by sending communion- 
tments of the Government and 
besides highlighting them 
Union Record.

State of our organisation
The functioning, and to a certain extent performance-., 

of the secretariat continued to suffer severe handicap dus 
to further depletion in its strength* following totally un* 

expected demise of our dear old Comrade T.N.Siddhanta. with ms 
mature knowledge and rich experience gained in cine course 
of his devoted life-long Trade Union activity he had all 
along-the last two decades, been an immense source of 
strength for the Secretariat. with its already depleted 
strength due to prolonged illness and calamity befalling 
our General secretary. Com.Homi Dagi and inability or 
Com.Mahindra to devote full time to the work of the 
Secretariat on -grounds of health, AITUC Centre could ill 
afford to lose the invaluable services of Com. Siddhanta, 
particularly in the present stormy phase of working class 
struggles. The cask of streamlining and toning up our own 
organisation at all levels, as set by the Goa Session of 
the General Council, could noc therefore be fulfilled to 
the desired, extent. However with all its limitations 
imposed by abovementioned factors, the secretariat 
continued to strive hard to at least partially measure, 
up to the major responsibilities entrusted to it.
Regular meetings of che Secretariat wert held at least once 
every month in which che extent of implementation of 
decisions taken previously was reviewed and appropriate 
steps taken to undertake tasks thrown up by che movement 

/priority on basis, be aid-s tackling unfinished tasks.
Steps were also taken to bring about some improvement 
in the functioning of the central office consistent 
with the means available. as already stated some 

‘ important aspects of functions of the centre, e.g.
those connected with the f.U. R. and regular participa
tion of aITUC representatives in various official, 
semi-official or I.L.O sponsored meets, seminars or 
discussions had to suffer due to depletion in the

contd..... 7
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strength of the Secretariat particularly after Com. siddhant1 s 
demise. A b-gining has been made to make up for this rather 
serious handicap by inducting Com. G.L.Dhar, a veteran 
Trace Union leader of Central Government employees into ths 
Secretariat besides commissioning Com. Santosh Kimarz a 
prominent leader of the Newspaper Employees' Trade-unions 
l-o assist in editing and publishing the TUR. Both the 
Coms, have by now taken up the responsibilities entrusted 
to them.

Inspite of utmost efforts the Secretariat as such has 
not found it possible to give on the spot guidance ,to 
State Committees on matters requiring such guidance, 
particularly on the all-important issue of toning up and 
strengthening the organisation at state leva. while many 
ox the State Committees particularly those in the south, 
have open able to enlist the assistance of office bearers 
or senior working Committee members in ch a State in tackling 
this important task successfully, others continue to be in 
an indifferent shape so far as their internal organisation 
is concerned. As the Norking Committee in its Bhilai 
meeting observed, state Centres functioning regularly and 
democratically hardly constitute a majority. Functioning 
of the organisation from grass-root level upwards continues 
to be unplanned and unorganised in several cases. In all 
such Gases state centres find themselves resourceless both 
in terms of money as well as field cadres and organisers, 
aven skeletal facilities for proper and efficient functioning 
of state centres and its leadership are non-existent. On 
the other hand many of our affiliates in these very states 
possess resources sufficient to ensure them smooth and 
efficient functioning. The causes underlying such serious 
shortcomings plaguing many of our State organisations 
require to be gone into .thoroughly and with utmost serious
ness, and appropriate remedial measures applied before it 
is too late. Ne will be deluding ourselves if we feel 
satisfied merely by the mass response to the repeated calls 
of the joint Trade Union platform. It is an inexorable 
logic of mass united activity that the constituent with the 
greatest internal cohesion, compact organisation and 
clearest perspectives concerning the direction of the 
movement, ultimately emerges as de-facto leading and 
guiding force. Difficulties faced by the leadership 
both in the states as well as at the centre in ensuring 
the completion of formalities for verification of 
membership, and for properly going through the prescribed 
verification process, furnishes an indication of poor 
organisational outlook on the part of several of our 
State Committees. If properly accounted for we could 
surely be found having decisive superiority over other 
national centres in respect of genuine membership.

Some of the state organisations till recently 
suffering from acute organisational weakness have during 
this period appreciably overcome the same. Among these 
could perhaps be placed the state Committees of Maharashtra 
Madhya Pradesh and Punjab. state organisations in U.P.,and

contd.... 8
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Himachal Pradesh appear to _ sti11 ^^^^^iL^nisational 
about some improvement in their rather poor behind others 
set-up. Wlhl and Haryana have lately 
on this account. The State organisation State organisations 

a bad shape and
and spot

in need of putting its house inorder.
in Gujrat and Rajasthan continue to be in _ ~ 
require to be looked after with necessary advice . 
guidance. Assam seems to be doing well considering u 
rather difficult internal situation m that otatc an.
its neighbouring territories. The State organise lK 
Andhra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala are ao 
after tnemselves to an appreciable 

dORKInG COMMIT id d i.BGTleGS । M --------- — ■■■ ....... - —

Since the holding of Goa session of the.General Council, 
the forking Committee has met twice - in Bhilai, on
May 14-15th 1993,- and on October 21-22nd in New Delhi. On 
both th- occasions a thorough review of the work and 
performance of the centre as well as of the organisation 
as a whole was undertaken and fresh guidelines laid down 
for conducting agitations and campaigns necessitated by 
new developments affecting the working class and the^ toil
ing masses in general. important issues affecting the 
working people like pension, sickness in industry, function
ing of Special Tripartite and industrial committees, D.A. 
to public sector employees, ban on wage negotiations and 
DPE guidelines on wage revision, union Government's budget 
for 1993-94, - of reports of a number of Committees
appointed by the Government with a view to secure recommenda
tion in favour of its industrial and financial restructuring, 
struggle against the menace of communal ism, etc. engaged 
serious attention of the working Committee in these 
sessions.

A special meeting of Btate presidents and secretaries 
was convened in Aprillc3 co discuss threadbare the pension 
Scheme as framed by a Special Sub-Committee of the B.p.F. 
Central Board. The conclusion reached at the two-day 
meeting was that the Government should be pressurised to 
come forward with legislation ensuring continuance of its 
own contribution to the scheme and thereafter introduce 
the scheme 'with a number of major amendments like indexa
tion, etc. The Government however, still appear to be 
undecided in the matter despite united stand taken by all 
the centres thereon,except the CITU.
St ate co nf erance s

The forking Committee had decided that state Committee 
should as , far as possible hold their State Conferences by 
the end of December 1993, simultaneously ensuring the 
payment of all affiliation dues by AITUC affiliates in 
their respective States. So far only the STUS of Punjab 
U.P. and Gujrat have held their Conferences.

contd. 9
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asked for

otate conferences in Punjab and U.P. were attended and 
addressed by Coms. Indrajit Gupta and 8.D.Joshi, while no 
central leader was able to attend the Gujrat Conference 
tor complete lack' of information from the state Committee

, W °f J155 State Committees /in January, 1994, while no 
response has been forthcoming from others.

P ••i'Bis.-ion
to hold A^th. Conference of the AITUC

\ nas already been notified our Sihar State Committee
nas been kind enough to agree to host the 35th Conference 
of the AITUC.in Patna from 11th - 15th March, 1994. a 
circular notifying the dates, venue, agenda etc. for the 
Conference nas already been issued from the Centre and 
must surely have already reached the state Committees 
and AITUC affiliates.

Some Major organisational tasks of crucial importance 
movement in the country.

One of most important and urgent tasks set by the 
Goa Session of the .-MTUC was ‘‘to considerably expand the 
'dimensions of the AITUC-led trade union movement by taking 
up with much more, seriousness the opt-stressed task of 
organising the unorganised on the basis of their/pressing 
uemands'1. Not- many state Committees appear to have found 
it possible to fulfil this task with the seriousness 
expected of them. or else they have not cared to report 
to the centre their performance on this front. Mention 
must, however, be made of the States of Madhya Pradesh, 
Maharashtra, Karnataka, Punjab, Goa, Tamilnadu and to a 
certain extend Andhra and sihar, where our state Committees 
have given attention to this priority-task.

In this connection it would be worthwhile taking note 
of the following facts on the extend and dimensions of 
unorganised labour in our country. The provisional date 
■of National Sample Survey organisation revealed that 40% 
Oj. the rural population and 28% of the urban population 
continue, co bolow ths Poverty—1 ins. f icjunos
nave since proved to be considerably under-estimated, and 
the actual figures for the two spheres are easily above 
40%. Going by official statistics the total 1 about - 
population has in 1993 hit the 400 million mark. A vast 
majority of these unfortunate beings eke out a near - 

j aniinalt living by engaging themselves in unorganised 
professions, cottage or small-scale industries, besides 
seasonal employment in agriculture. in all these cases 
either there is no minimum wage legislation applicable to 
them or if such legislation has been enacted its enforce
ment is far from satisfactory, even non-existent. This 
particularly is the case in the vast unorganised, small- 
scale employments in the private-sector or even in the 
public sector in the case of so-called casual/Contract 
labour. Minimum wages continue to linger around what is 
called ‘‘rock-bottom level of human existence" for such 
employees in most of the major States. Though battles 
have been fought by our Unions in some instances in the 
States mentioned in the foregoing para, yet our efforts 
have to go much beyond what could be called 'touching 
the tip of tne ice-berg To organise this vast mass 
for improvement of their miserable living and working

.10
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conditions on the basis 
stringent enforcement o,f 
wages linked to Consumer

of demands for enactment and
: leaisiation, minimumMinimum dage mjrw
index, security of jobs

price 1 - - tact/casual system
through abolition of the . abomina sociai security
of labour, and introduction of r-a Trade .Union task
measures is not only a humanitaria pointed out that
but an intensely patriotic one it maivered in civil 
the supreme Court in its judgement a-1 M^naaement of appeal^ no.4336(^) of 1991, In
Reptakos Brett. & Co. hav medical requirements
component for children's education, ' „ies and
minimum recreation, including festiva 3/ ~ y -.A rprovision for ola age, marriage etc snoula further 
constitute 25% of the total minimum wag.
of Indian economy to imperialist financia n d
ing ultimately in erosion of countries i --p- _ _
sovereignty, which the present Jiconomic
policies of the Government inevitably lin1
be prevented by the organised working class movement uni- 
if "assumes all-embracing dimensions by bringing imt it; 
fold this vast mass of unorganised toilers both in ur.oan 
as well as rural India. Phis has become a most pressing 
task, not a distant but an immediate one in ths contex 
th- present critical situation.

Subordination
s re s ul t-

and industrial 
aad to, cannot

Stfuggla- against communal reaction and 
rel _ig io us fundame nt al i sm -  ■ _    

It'hardly needs mention ■■ how'the - forces 
reaction and religious fundamentalism were 
the progress of the. united struggle of the

of communal 
able to halt
wo r k i ng p e op 1 e

for defence of their rights and interests by enacting the 
most heinous and shameful outrage of demolition of the
Babri Masjid structure in Ayodhya. This most shoe'-.ing 
outrage against the secular and democratic foundations of 
Indian State, perpetrated in furtherance.of diabolical
RS 3—VHP-Shiv Sena-BJP combine resulted in orgies of 
communal violence throughout the ..country. It should not 
be forgotten that, the communal riots following this heinous
crime engulfed many of the industrial ce s
substantial concentration - of working class population. 
Phil a inciustrial centres like Jamshedpur, Ranchi, Kanpur, 
Bhopal, Ahmadabad, Bangalore, Baroda and Hyderabad and 
Aven Calcutta could not escape, the - fratricidal consequents 
ol communal conflagration, Bombay, the cradle of workinc 
class movement in-our country witnessed unimaginably 
snocking si <-aation . it was beyond anyone's imagination 
how tne sniy-sena inspired gangs of Hindu workers blocked 
the entry or their Musiim brotheren in certain industrial 
establishments, .the seeds of bitter communal conflict

..bY_p^s“ aia-oolacal -forces' continue to haunt the 
people of Bomoay till to-day in one form cr the other.

All U*— Centre issued re noatedtak Committees md'frai-4 calls and circulars tootauA lomiute.s and fraternal organisations 
aeuerminad all-round struggle against th-s- 
forces through mobilisation of the 
and toiling people on the basis of 
values of our country and irk

to wage a 
diabol ic al

mass of the working 
t secular-democratic

constitution.

contd..._ii
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I^dCfor^omm^2? Ptri°d th" camPaign against communal ism 
- communal peace ana amity was taken up first bv th. sponsoring Committee of Trade unions, later SgiS 

d-rocra^10^-0^^ initiate4 by several secullr Ind 
-mocracic parens and^groups (except th. Congress & BJP)

Rashtriya Ekta Abhiyan1. As one of the
rci

impancs in che 'Abhiyan1, AlfUC decided to particip 
"‘1 Tt One of major items of the programme
to c^dul? °Y Bering. Committ.a of the Abhiyan was
p • C a countrywide signature campaign on a pledge

/or s^iusrfing the secular character of Indian
pouty. ±ne state Committees were asked to rake 
programme on a- mass scale and forward the pledge 
supplied to them to the centre by a fixed date.

importance to the 
ing fact that ba 
with a few thouss

do not appear to hav-

up signature 
forms
Our

programme 
sly a few

as is evident from the disappoint-

nd signature
scores of signature

‘ 1 instead of a few lakhs expected by the leadershi
Our performance at every level in this behalf requires to

~ suoj.cc.o to a searching scrutiny. As stressed by the 
^-e sol union. adoptee by the April Convention of class and 
r activ. struggle against communal ism and

7 9 us fanaticism has become an integral part of the
^fUggi" of the working people for defence of their rights 
Ind and for d':-^nding the independance,integrity
and uniuy of the country.

-2k-JLSaipst ’privatisation of 11sco

■ • y^^bant struggles being currently conducted
jomtiyoy all the major national Trad. Union centres 
(inducting tas INTUC) is one against the determined

°f the usco by the Central Government.
lil°d m-lSP token strike in the entir. nationa-

, sector against this move achieved partial
X Reporp -cuv.d at the centre reveal that while
cn. strike- was fairly successful in Durgapur and Rourkela, 

w.o par lal in Bokaro and a total failure in the INIUC
Bhilai steel plant. However, the joint campaign .

IlbCO privatisation continues in various forms. A copy 
ot resolution adopted unanimously at a meeting of

steel sector convened by 
is being circulated alongthe national 

with some ot
frad. Union centres

.-^f1 b~C * s_ intervention jn some oth er sector al st ru a gl e s

. Although a complete account of intervention which the 
AIPUCCentre has bean called upon to effect in a large 
no ■ or Cds=s during period is difficult to be rendered, 
it would perhaps be worthwhile mentioning some more 
important ones. as has already been, mentioned the HEP with 
its industrial restucturing exercises has already created 
a havoc on the employment front, particularly so in the 
Public Sector, which is saught to be ultimately liquidated 
through privatisation. while BIFR continues to be flooded

contd. . . . 12
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with references for dealing with "unviabla '' cas-s, the 
aIIUC office itself has had to devote considerable time and 
attention to make personal representations at the level of 
minister of Industrial Development, Labour, pow-r,Textile, 
Chemicals, Steel, Agriculture etc. Notable among these 
are BHFL, 1LDPL, scooters India, Braithwaites, Hindustan 
Photofilms, PCI (Palledars) and NTC.etc. Though these 
intervention have not yielded the desired results so far, 
we continue to exercise whatever pressure we are capable 
of 7 with the valuable assistance of some of our
Tra bnton leaders among MPs, including Coms. Chaturman 
Mishra, indrajit Gupta, Gurudas Dasgupta, and Gaya . Singh. 
N-e have been able to achieve some notable results in case 
of N±-, by compelling the Labour and Textile Ministries to 
set up a special Sub-Committee of the Tripartite industrial 
Committee on N?C ' J. the Special SMb-Committee, compris
ing representatives of INTUC, AITUC, CITU, HMS, BMS,and 
NLO, was successful in compelling the Textile Ministry to 
reconsider and revise the turn-around strategy decided upon 
by the Cabinet which envisaged the outright closure of 14 
NIC units, and closure through merger of 19 units result
ing in around 80000 loss of jobs. Joint stand by re- 
presentatives of the above mentioned national Trade Unions
has yielded some positive results for the time .being. A 
unanimous recommendation has now been made to the Tripartite 
Industrial Committee for Textiles recommending modernisation 
of the NTC units in consultation with the workers1 unions 
taking into considerecion the findings of the four Textile 
Research organisations commissioned to carry out a unit by 
unit study of the units described as unviable. Copies of 
this document embodying broad—outlines of the revisedapproach 
However, on NIC units will be made available to ach STUC.Trad Unions cannot leave the matter ,at that.

e been decided to hold a full-fledged national
‘extile workers1 organisations in Indore
e first week of February 1993 inorder to ■

on th= Government to agree 
of tne Special NTC Committe
without Pressure continues

the unanimous recommendation 
to carry out modernisation

ths concerned Government ministries to resolve the i 
in other cases involving loss of jobs resulting from 
intended closures, privatisation, etc. as a conseyue
of withdrawal of budgetary support and r 
of working capital on the pretext of the 
th_ enterprise having turned negative, j 
this account has become extremelv serioi

wo r t h o f

tackled only through well-conceived and well-organised 
united struggles on the level of the industry or Enterprise 
concerned on the one hand and persistent pressure on the 
Government on tM basis of feasible rehabilitation/revivn1
packages evolved through a concrete 
economic factors operating in the si- 
Involvement of members of Parliament

study of the techno
in the

, ana discussions at ministrial level is q1 spbecoming increasingly unavoidable due, particularly, to
^nc- on the part of Union Ministers to

th , T S'-ntations made by Trade Unions, including
issu-d^hv ■ ln vi-w of strict instructions

-Y hlnJncc Ministry in line with the worldBank - I.M.F. directives. ^ona

mgs
growing

contd. ...... .13
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Representations, protests, etc.made to the Government 
on certain important_issues

. • . - numerouscuring urn period under revieWj/repre sen tat ions and 
pro ue gus written as well as oral continued to be made ' from the aITUC centre.

A— Secretariat lost no opportunity to oppose and 
loagc protest against anti-labour and anti-people 
recommendations contained in reports like those of Goswami 
commautee, Narasimhan Committee, Biju Patnaik Committee 
on austerity etc. it h;.s flayed the reported Government 
eC?S1On of forward the Industrial Relation Bill.

It has been consistently opposing the so-called exit oolicv 
at every forum.

-?-i-~:L9.3^^,^J^„..in_.deminar workshops etc.

There has been a big spurt in public d°bat° . . ... 
through Seminars, workshops, round-table discussions during 
unis period^ They are being organised by official, semi
official, private or foreign financed agencies besides a 
numoer of those convened by ths ILO. Some of them have 
a-Lso been organised by progressive academic circles, 
°-cen in collaboration with mass organised long , While the 
main theme of has been connected with one
aspect or the other of the New Economic -policy and its 
consequences for different sections of the society as 
viewed trom diifeisnt angles and in different interests, 
newly emerging issues of considerable importance for the 

,, trade Union movement have started coming to the front, 
Such are issues concerning safety and health in industry, 
environment, Human Rights, women workers and child labour, 
family planning, adult education, Industrial Relations 
workers 1 Training and redeployment in the context of the 
New^aconomic Policy Productivity, workers’ .Education, etc. 
In the present situation it is of considerable importance 
tn.it trie view-point of the working class in general, is 
put across effectively through these meets, and the plat
form offered by ahem is utilized to our i.e. workers’ 
advantage. Although w-e have tried our best to depute 
suitable comrades to participate in these■seminars, etc., 
it has not been possible to register AITUCs presence to 
the desired extent! The two main reasons responsible for 
this are non-avail abil ity at the proper time of comrades 
who could prove equal to the task , and secondly lack of 
a properly organised information centre or mechanism which 
could make available necessary inputs to the intending 
participants on the subj_ ct matter or theme under discus
sion on these fora. Ne can h rdly afford to miss these 
opportunities offering us the advantage of projecting the 
aITUC and its standpoint on various issues affecting the 
working people in the country. Financial constraints 
under which the AITUC is having to operate is also a factor 
that obstructs our m anoevrabil ity in this direction. An 
attempt is being .made by the Secretariat to set up some 
sort of a research-cq®training institute inorder to equip 
our comrades with useful information on current affairs 
and topics..

contd 14
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WFTU General Council on Rental of international 
Trade Union movement

The General Council of WFTU, which met in Poland in 
October last has after prolonged deliberations unanimously 
adopted a new policy Document. After carrying out an 
indepth study and analysis of the present situation in the 
world, especially as it affects the world of labour. She 
document boldly outlines the. need for renewal of the inter
national Trade Union movement inorder to effectively defend 
the interests of workers against onslaughts of international 
capital! .i and imperialism by forging broadest possible 
unity of working people based on convergence and 
solidarity brought about through democratic means. The 
document lays considerable emphasis on development of 
regional activity. “The more Specific activity of the 
Regional offices, and their close liaison with national 
centres and the TUs," the document observes, “should 
suable cooperation and coordination to be furthered on the 
basis or real needs". The document also lays stress on 
the neap to develop moVe actively Trade Union movements' 
participation in the work of UN Specialised agencies - 
especially she ILO - and regional institutions.

In furtherance of tne above understanding a functioning 
Regional office of the WFTU has already been set up in New 
f^lni, A'ith Com.Dep Kumar Ganguli, Secretary of the WFTU 
ic ^cs head. AITUC centre has been keeping close contact 
mtn the Regional office which has helped us to establish 
useful contacts with Trade Unions in the erstwhile Asian 
Republics. Regional Secretariat of TUI Transport headed 
oy Com. s.Basu, one of the secretaries of the TUI has also 
become almost fully functional. Com.Basu has of late

quite active in assisting our Road Transport Workers' 
--^-recion to establish useful international contacts 
using the columns of a regularly published news-letter.

’jerking Committee in its New Delhi meeting approved 
tho to maintain close contact with the WFTU Regional 
organisations; while also keeping in mind the need t^ 
discharge certain important obligations towards the WFTU 
as one of its important affiliates in this part of th • 
globe.

I leave it to. Com. Ganguli to give you a 
outcome of the WFTU General Council meeting 
in Poland. J

report on the 
held recently

During the period under review AITUC had 
aolegations from a 

(General q headed by the Senior(G^n^ral secretary) or Chinese Federation o

th
A

our country on an invitation jointly
Bant si ngh Brar

/v

and Turkmenistan arrant 
In return AITUC deltg3j 
visted Kazakhstan and i

CITU
Vic^t of AITUC Working Committee ^and^om^ 
wilS fZo Chien a couple of

al so ._Lblo to receive Trade union 
ano Asian Republics of Kazakastan 

of WFTU.ion consisting of 
2 be k i s t an a s o a rt Com. Az iz P as ha 

of a joint T.U.

contd ...... 15
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insisting of representatives of WFTU Asia 
tott wt Gn INTUC' CITU and visits

- \ . ' hav<_ bum quite useful and further development 
^Lei31 rel3ti°ns between our respective Trade unions 

possible on the basis of agreements signed 
' b v'^-^n aIxUC and Central Trade Union organisations of 
a?.pST^ Aslnn Republics. Closer fraternal relations between 
\ . °n . e on- hand and the Asian Republics of erstwhile

°n the other' acquire a Special significance
°t “Aching situation in this part of the worl Unfortunately, however, both the sides presently suffer 

rorn lack of financial resources necessary to further the 
oojeccive on a desired scale.
Sol id.arity with Cuba

p lts resolution "For an End to Economic Blockade, 
and Sanctions, Discrimination and Protectionism, 

uhe 4orh WFTU General Council session called upon the
°^ , cho •''orld. to strengthen further solidarity with 

ehe bpuslic of Cuba in its heroic resistance to the unjust, 
inhuman and criminal economic, trade and financial blockade' 
co which it has been subjected for more than 30 year by the 
US Government and to register their condemnation of the 
block 'de with the Secretary - General of the united nations 
snci us President Bill Clinton'1.

. In keeping with its consistent and firm support to the 
Cuoan workers and people, communications were sent on oehalf of the AITUC secretariat to the Secretary General 
of U. d. demanding that all unilateral measures token by 
vhu U.S. -dministration involving economic blocked- of, 
"nd wv^ry type of discrimination against Cuba be forth 
nu..d. Almost at the s m- time the U.N.GmcrT ,.Assembly 
adopted a resolution to the '.bov- effect.

AliUC. .no the vast following that it enjoys must continue 
to mobilize opinion -.nd support of the broad mass of the 
toiling people in the country in favour of the valiant 
working class and people of ’-Cuba.
Greater prospects for cooperation with ILO

Certain.developments leading to further reorientation 
of 1L0 policies towards developing countries, in particular 
India, have opened prospects for closer and fruitful coop-ra
tion between the AITUC and ILO, as represented by its 
Regional organisation located in New Delhi. Issues concern
ing workers1 education and training, women workers, child 
labour, labour research, safety and environment besides 
problems arising out of what is called "structural adjustment' 
in developing countries, etc. are increasingly offering 
avenues and opportunities for developing such cooperation 
with benefit to the participants in activities being promote— 
by the ILO. In fact due to some of our organisational 
drawbacKs we are unable to take advantage of the opportuni
ties offered by ILO programmes in our country. The matter 
must engage our serious attention.

contd. .... 16
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Trade Union Unity
.     ~~ I I — — — - w*»-™

IMF

against wo
'mpanymg one induction of No rl d

programmes,
Ban J' 

is

or the other. aITUC 
Union Unity, and has 
furthertUls process 
due role in expanding

movement to come together in one form > 
has all along stood for genuine Trade 
naturally welcomed the opportunity to 
in word ana deeds. While playing its 
and deepening the broad unity symbol is

consCommittee of Trade Unions, it is 
oh cbhvergence among Trade Unions

antly laying

p81itcal 
exchange

non-political or independent. Free ana j.rank 
of views, dialogue, accompanied by joint actions

specific issues at plant, local or industrial level, 
now yielding results. This approach, facilitated by 
increasing number of problems being faced by affiliates

different Trade union centres has of late brought 
the UTUC leadership as well as rank ana file nearer to 
the left-oriented Trade Unions. While joint stand is being 
taken by the INTUC with other major Trade Union centres.on 
issues commonly affecting the working class, united activity 
on plant as well as industrial level is assuming proportion; , 
joint delegations of affiliates, of different cent ret"; till 
now engaged in rival activities, seeking redress al of their 
major grievances or protection of their jobs with united 
efforts of the leadership of various Trade Union centres 
nave become quite frequent. This has again contributed to 
unity at the top on major issues confronting the working 
people in the context of the New Economic and industrial 
policies of the Central Government. The INTUC leadership 
no longer fights shy of opposing many aspects of these 
policies unitedly with other centres. This is a very 
positive development which must be consciously strengthened, 
through democratic methods. All our affiliates should be 
encouraged to steadfastly, patiently and perseveringly 
further this process.

elTUC - ilaS unity move

The proposal for coordination of
ultimate aim of : 
.t months with th

activities between

reacting positively (though belatedly) to 1eadership 
t. Af te r

.jus discussions, a tentative agreement has 
text of the same as commonly agreed between 
motive Secretariats is appended to the re oo

It
as

hel d in mid-January ' 94
a tnat a meeting o 
two organisations 

to formalise the
be

n

contd.... 17
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Maharashtra Quake Tragedy

m^AliUC Centre issued ah appeal to all the affiliates 
through State Committees to collect and rush relief to the 
victims of tnis shocking tragedy. it also addressed 
communications to the prime Minister as well as the chief 
Minister of Maharashtra expressing grief at the tragedy and 
catering AITUC^s full cooperation in organising relief, 
aome of our affiliates are reported to have responded to 
the appeal ana sent relief through our Maharashtra State 
uommicUe, which could provide details about the source ana extent of the same.

IU and CGT of France have sent relief in cash which 
has also been diverted to the Maharashtra State Committee 
through the Regional office of the WFTU in New Delhi.
JAWi UNION _R£ CO RD ;

The void created in the Secretariat by the demise of 
Com. i.N. Sidahanta has seriously affected the public's tion 
of f. u.R. stop—gap arrangements have for the time —being 
occn mauc co ensure uninterrupted publication of the journal. 
These arrangements have to be perfected in several respects. 
The journal has not only to be published regularly, but 
also requires lot of improvement as regards its coverage, 
concents, make-up, etc., so as to become a much more power- 
eul instrument of furthering the cause of the working people 
besides becoming an effective catalyst in AITUC1s organisa
tional arive. This naturally entails increased cooperation 
and contribution by our state Committees and affiliates in 
terms of ensuring substantial increase in its circulation, 
procuring advertisements, enrolling as many life-members 
as possible besides feeding it with factual and analytical 
reports on difrerent aspects of activities campaigns and 
struggles of the working—people. Ne have also to seriously 
consider an increase in its price commensurate with its 
si&e and content inorder to enable the TUR establishment 
to stabilize its finances. as at present it is running on 
a heavy subsidy out of AITUC funds.

Malfunctioning of Social Security _measurus
Due to our Trade union ' main preoccupation with major 

issues affecting their jobs and wages, we have often ignbr-c 
taking a serious view of worsening state of affairs in 
social security sphere. For example it has been reported 
by Com.G.V.Chitnis, our representative on the SSIC Central 
Board that the standard of services rendered by the 
Corporation Hospitals and dispensaries in almost every 
State has been suffering drastic deterioration during ths 
last few years. Nhile workers are getting a raw deal in 
matters of overall medical assistance, including supply 
of medicines, absence of hospitalisation facilities, general 
family health care, funds on a fantastic scale amounting 
to hundreds of crore accumulated out of workers’ contribu
tions have been invested by the BSIC authorities else
where;. on low interest. As on March 3, 1993, an amount of 
Rs. 178.56 crores is reported officially to be outstanding 
on account of GSI dues against various employers.
Similarly as on March 31, 1993, over 10,900 establishments 
haa been fount defaulting in making payment towards BPF 
contributions. Bureaucratic hurdles persistently stand in

contd..... 18
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ch = way of ch^ workers deriving timely benefit or tnese 
social security measures. must not allow tn^ au onomoue 
institutions administering these schemes to oblig- 
Government at the expense of the workers through loaning 
their funds to the former while ch- latter geano. deprived 
of benefits ind services legitimately and justly ue o 
them. Due vigilance requires to be observed on ehis accoun 
by our affiliates and Distt./state Committees. B-si ^s 
p-rsiteno pressure on the enforcement machinery has to be 
kept upto prevent breach of the provisions of social securi 
lagislation.

GATT agreement - a shameful compromise of our soveirgnty.

With the surrender by .<ao Government to the dictates oi 
G-7, and imperialist financial agencies signing the GATT 
agreement incorporating the provisions of the infamous 
Dunkel-Draft, India would appear to have exposed itself to 
neo-colonial plunder of its industry, agriculture as well 
as scientific-technological potential. Even a cursory 
glance at tne text of the agreement appearing in our press 
is sufficient to convince any sensible person that the 
nation has been dopedin. Even the high pressure salesman
ship indulged in by the Government, including the T' ,
Commerce & Finance ministers themselves fail to conceal the 
anti-national consequences of the deal. As against the false 
claims of these gentlemen that the deal would ensure nearly 
4.6 billion Dollar annual benefit from fraae reform 
envisaged in the GATT agreement, the following devastatingly 
harmful consequences stand out prominently. Nor is this all. 
.Caere is much chat has been attempted to be swept below the 
carpet, and the entire and real trutn will be revealed only 
in the course of implementation of the agreement which will 
surely assume a near-unilateral character at the hanus of 
the Big partners - USA - E.C. and Japan.

instead of integrating the Textile Trade into GAfT, even 
products outside the MFA have been included in the list of 
Textile products that are to be freed from restrictions after 
the transition , period of 10 years - further backloading the 
uran^ition which itself has been forced on us most arbitraril 
slinton's assurances given to the AFTA partners clearly 
express USA's intention that this transition period can be 
reviewed upwards in course of time. This leaves our Textile 
Trade, conscicutiong almost 2 5% of external Trade in terms of value high ana dry. 
phannaceut i cals ;

No longer will Indian companies be able to use the 
process-route co manufacture drugs patented abroad-mainly 
ay E.C. partners ana USA. with subordinating our 
Pharmaceutical and drug industry to the Multinationals 
prices of life-saving and even other medicines will register phenomenal increase.

coned....19
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AG RI C ULI URI

ng or micro-organism by Western Companies, 
and implicit in the new situation is bound

economy including consequences for our entire 
ic research and developments

a) Customary use of micro-organism in India will become 
impos side,-

o) exchange of seeds or modification thereof for use wi' 
oecome impermissible;

c) .produce of Hy-brid seeds will not be allowed to be 
r-cained as seed;

d) Take-over of Indian seed-market by MRCs will follow;
s) Unrestrained increase in seed-prices is bound to take 

All tnis wi11 
by Multinationals 
powe r.

As regards

r—suit in total subordination of our economy 
with imperialist stranglehold on state

much trumpeted annual Trad?
huge lo r r om
cultural products a fell in international prices of agri- 

tbat India exports . i^e. Sugar, plantation
will be rise in 
that India has t. 
sectors or India

in
agr-

ices of those very agricultural products 
imporc. The inaustrial as well as urban 
it concludes, would suffer a net loss of 
\ of lower tariffs on imported manufactured 
terms of the relevant provisions of the

against a total of 2002 billion
accruing from trade reform

maximum amounts to merely 
25.9, 80.7, 12.8 billion 
d.C and BETA resoectivelv

India 1 s shar
4.6 Billion as against 
dollars in case of USA, 
according to the study

USB annual 
e at the

ihe above appraisal of the deal entered into by Rao 
Government without taking into confidence even the 
Parliament of the country, actually underestimates the 
grave consequences which will ultimately emerge out of it for 
the future of our country. General Council will naturally 
have to discuss and decide on mounting a nationwide campaign 
bota jointly with other class and mass organisations as well 
as on its own to rouse the toiling masses to take to the 
streets for prolonged and bitter struggle to compel the 
Government to abrogate all the provisions of the GATT 
document which impinge on our sovereign right to order ana 
conduce our economy in the best interests of our nation.

On enhancement of AITUC's organisational 
and fighting ^potential

^dith the Indian Government's seal having been put on
i agrceinsnt incorporating within it the essence of the 

aoominable Dunxel Draft, the Government is evidently poised 
co go full steam ahead with the entire package of its 
"Structural adjustment Programme" forming the core of its 
new .economic and Industrial policy. This naturally brings 
into sharp focus the prospects of a long-drawn-out and 
oitter straggle by the working class and its allies on a

contd.... .20
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count rywide 
cons iderable

£he situation 
ement in our i 
and foremost a

sirs f o 1 ct s i a 3 o
.ernal organisation

months hence forward we shall be 
of AirjC in Patna, Bihar. It is 
leadership at every level starts 
the renewal of the organisation.

,t the central 
meeting in ths 
t ime , t he re f o. 
giving seriou
This implies

evei . Two 
35th Confers

thought to

assume
ao abl and comparatively young comrades to

oonsibilities of leadership at the ceu^r^. a 
entral office apparatus also needs to UI?a^rfr

some degree of modernisation, t 
office equipment (e.g. an elect 
library professional assistance 
etc.etc. members of the secret 
to - be enabled to undertake reg

onic typewriter), a good 
like that of a stenograph

States to assist the state Commit 
tional as well as combative tasks

visits to different 
s in performing organi 
th oreater degree of

success. condition of
of them in bigger states also requires improvement to 
facilitate more effective functioning on their part. -I-11, 
particular democratic functioning of our State ana District 
Committees is of utmost importance so that the activities 
of the organisation as such could fully reflect the wishes 
and sentiments of millions of workers and their Unions 
.wing allegiance to this great premier organisation of the 
working people of India. faking realities of the situation 
into account it is no longer possible, nor desirable that os 
leaders, organisers, or the office-staff itself, should
continue to be denied reasonable or modest requirements for
their efficient functioning in terms of necessities of 
present day life-some of which fell under the category of
'comforts' in the past. All this entails strengthening of 
finances of ^i .'UC both at the Central as well as State level
.iheth^r this could be ensured by raising the rate of 
affiliation-fees or by resort to the device of frequent 
calls for special levies or contributions is for all of us
to consider. in this connection the Centre has to admit it 
failure in not being able so far to secure a suitable site 
cor constructing its office-building, despite having at its 
disposal funds sufficient to make a fairly good begining 
with a building project. Let it be known, however, that 
funds- received from affiliates towards the building fund 
remain untouched, having been invested in Fixed depositee 
in a nationalised bank.

It may, gn-passant be mentioned that there appear to be 
grounds for carrying out a number of amendments to the 
present aLAC constititon, several provisions of which 
:;ir" evidently out of date. Some suggestions on this 
oenuli- nave already been circulated, while some others 
are being circul ated now.

tasks, in
1 aid down by the

particular those relating to

too.
dain their full validity in the pre Gene ral

urgenc nable aituc
r vigour and
cabacitv as a
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organis^^n^S becomS P1 ^5™ °f C1*SS and mass 
further dev-1 ? a decisive force in contributing to
anti-people polKLfJf Stru®les gainst
mentis dotted lid If? 2^5: By si9ning the GAIT agree, 
resolve to irretri^v-bi 7- demonstrated its shameful— cri vably pursue the path chartered ™
n.ip^r iai i sc financial agencies +. 1*our coimi-rv'c. -^agencies an d m w C s at tne 
national • £■ nbepenaance. the battle against national oerr.gvai u .... . .. _

our part to prove ours 
aas got to be ensured.

oc carried forward with 
Full oraanisationsi nr.= n

o this

gross

struggle in thi^r' t tO evolve new methods of
devote so-cial has oecome essential is toiSbl W ° Painstakingly undertake stu 

problems and issues economic as well as techn.logical specific industry, service or

ledge derived from such a stud^^^de^? ul^ 
X^SeTSf Ind^1^ the Sponsoring"

e or fps and rhe newly created Platform of class and 
struggles on plant, local and state- 

rsistently planned and waged against 
of tne new Economic and Industrial Pol ic ■■ 
ormance or operation of the industry or "

knot -

mass organisations

particular aspe 
distorting the
tin^and^t^uacd ?7<n actions in support of agita-
case “our lng. w°rk=r s have to be developed in every
rakP\h2 district Committees must unfailingly

anci leaa to assist our affiliates tofulfil these t 
will enable th ’ * 1Cn' it properly planned and pursued

movement to develop horizontal dimension
1 -a m g ( . z-x ------- n _ n .....utilized to cmv?™^publicity have to bi 

implication-’ '■ working masses of the ominous
future generation S 1^^°^? POliCy f°r and thei;

1 ^dually necessary that the graw 
mmunal and religious fanaticism to the 

should be consistently andunity

Myriad struggles waged on plant
inuustry level, backed by such well- 
ana explanatory campaign have to be u 
ano developed into acquiring a deeper 
struggles have to get merged into one 
sustained national protest, powerful

local
conceived publicity

Ihc

ant i — wo rk i n g
mighty wave of 

enough to force the
class and anti-peopls

Let us prepare fully ourselves to spearhead this crusacde
thank you for lending me your ears for such a long
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P^PORIS ON 19PH AUGUST JAIL BHARO
—— ~ _BANDH

PUNJAB

Corporation Staff - 80% buses w^-r^. oti me roads.
- Punjab Roadways - 60% strike.

Punjab state Electricity Board - 65% strike.
Banks and Insurance - Nearly 100%.

i'.C.I., Palledar - Majority on strike except INTUC workers

P.N.D Workers - withdrew from the strike.
e-neral Industrial workers - majority on strike.
Shops and markets - limited response.

Mass organisations. Peasants, Rural labours, Nomen, 
eJwtm “ C°Uld not mobilise masses in a big way as was

Opinion expressed is that the call for 'Bharat Bandh' 
was not proper. Only industrial strike should have been’ 
announced. Industrial areas of Amritsar, Jullundhar, 
^uoniyana Batala, Dhariwal, Rajpura, Maier Kotla, Mansa, 
Abohar, Kharar, Muhali and Chandigarh were almost totally 
stride bound. 50,000 Electric Board workers were on 
strike.

Jj -T-TAP, PX AOiii oH
1. Kanpurx -
- Uilrr - 5 production units including MES and igs on 

to tai s t ri ke .
barks - 100% strike but BEFI members applied for

■1eave.
~ Il-ICr. CIC, I ndi a. n_ o il — To tal s t r ika .

l£2iil£3- Total strike in only two mills; attendance 
in NIC, BIC normal.

~ Engineering and Leather - Very little response.

~ L IPity — Workshops anci. some other establishments
totally closed.

- power House - Normal functioning.

Il'UJHn.kP Functioned normally in general; some areas 
clo s=d.

General impact - Good,

contd..... 2
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2. DBHRADUN:

Preparations for Bharat Bandh were mainly und-rta 
Allbc units. Despite their repeated efforts b|th CI u 
and janta Dal continued to adopt obstructionist tactics 
and made little contribution to the obstruct-
determined efforts by AlitC workers result.^ 
ing traffic and forcing bandh in several areas.

3 • DAL A CEMENT FAC TORI'

10,003 workers courted arrest, mainly AITUC and CITU 
organised the 19th August "Jail Bharo'1 movement. tinny 
women and youth workers participated. No report on a n 
strike.

4. GHAZIABAD

Over 50 small and medium establishments in the industrial 
areas in Ghaziabad district were totally striKe bound on 
the 9th September'93.

5 * ( hARD d^R , RAN IP UR)

BHaRaT ELECTRONIC 3

19th August Dharna took place with participation of our 
own union members only.

9th September strike - only members of AITUC and CITU 
participated. others including HiM. S and INTUC and HMKP 
did not co-operate. Majority of the workers not on 
strike. 800 only on strike. a big procession with 
participation of several smaller Trade Unions taken out- 
through markets in Hardwar.

6. LUCKNOW

SCOOTER INDIA LIMITED

Total strike on 9th September 1993 .

It
The AITUC u 
was a bl e to

in Karnataka did
mobilise all th

a nice and spl

had participated in New Delhi 
also mobilised local forces.
arrest on the 
on 9th Septemb 
belts as well

19th of August.

e forces and organisations who 
Convention. in addition, it 
About 30,000 people courted

was wide-spread
response to the bandh 
.both in industrial

sides CITU

s rural areas. Transport strike was complete, 
also affected seriously in most of the areas, 
laments of Janta Dal also participated in

was much
action programme 
September can b

evidence
arrests were also made.

on the 19th August as well
as highly successful.

e whole, the 
as on the 9th

co ntd
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act Transport Corporation

9 Q ^Iany struggles launched. a complete token strike on 
/o^J . also,observed in support of their demands. Larg 

o_a — victimization against which campaign is on.

AlfUC and CITU unions participated in 
Bharo Andolan on 19th August. a total of 
vr-icipated in the Jail Bharo Andolan in 
in Union Territory of Goa.

a big way in Jail 
over 10,000 workers 
various localities

performance of Unions
re suits

in Go a 
bandh

who mobilized different
fens of thousand workers in

tes mining 
transport, 
er of towns

establishments, public 
ferry - services etc., 
in Goa observed bandh

yielded splendid 
the 11-industr ial
were on strike. a 
following massive

high handedness 
leaders did not

marches and processions by workers.. police

militant actions.
including Lathi 
deter workers

Charge and arrest of union 
from going ahead with

DELHI

Over 10000 workers belonging to AlfUC, CITU, HMS, UTUC, 
ano some other left-oriented trade union groups participated 
in 19th August '‘Jail Bharo11 programme. the massive march 
of workers for courting arrest was led by national leaders

AlfUC, ClfU, HMS, UTUC, etc. fhe processionists includ
ing Com. indrajit Gupta, Chaturanan Mishra, Gaya Singh and 
Gurudas Dasgupta, etc. were subjected to brutal lathi 
charge. Nearly 8,000 workers wore arrested but later 
released. Number of workers striking work on 9th September 
is estimated between 40,000 to 75,000.
MAH ARA SHT Ra

About a lakh workers participated in “jail Bharo" 
programme in Maharashtra, including 22,000 in Bombay city 
alone. At many places peaceful processionists were 
brutally lathi-charged and large number of arrests were 
made. Among those arrested in other parts of the state 
there were a large number of women Bidi workers.

R.a JA Sir fAN

There are reports of wide-spread meetings, conventions 
etc. held in different parts of Rajasthan. In Jaipur marry 
establishments in industrial estates were closed. strike 
of Headways workers was partial. In Kota a number of big 
and small industrial establishment were closed. Many 
markets also got closed. in some of the cities like 
Sardar Sahar large number of women picketed railway tracks 
and forged a Bandh on the town. Workers in Khetri Copper 
mines observed a partial strike.
PORT AND DOCK NOHKE RS

Units affiliated to port, Dock and water Front Federation 
of India also participated in 9th September strike at 
various places.

contd...... 4
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LU RcAl?

Industrial areas in and around Baorda responded to ta^ 
strike call.
AND HR A PRAbuSH

Ihe Bandh call was quite successful in the state as 
whole. most of the public sector undertakings in Hyderabad 
and Visakhapatnam areas were strike bound. Road Iranspor 
was also disrupted. There was a brutal Lathi Charge oy 
police in Hyderabad and nearly 2,000 arrests were ma e.

The industrial strike and Bandh call registered a big 
success in the state of Tamil Nadu also. The Bandh call 
evoked good response in a large number of towns and cities 
including, in particular, Coimbatore, firupur, Trichi, 
Nager-Coil, Neel Giris, Kambacomom, Bal ore, Salem and 
mauras. Large number of small as well as major factories 
remained strike bound. These included the entire Textile 
Industry and engineering factories in Coimbatore, BHi’L 
factories in Trichi and Ranipet, Neyvey Lignite Corporation, 
Hindustan photo Films, Hindustan Motors in Lribllore, besides 
mass of Transport and electricity workers. Lakhs of workers 
in unorganised industries like Bidi, tannery, powerloom, 
handloom, Cashewnut also observed token strike. Banks, 
Insurance and oil company offices also observed complete 
strike. in many places even INTUC and BMS workers also 
joined ch a strike. primary school teachers struck work 
en-masse. Others joining the strike were Air Corporation 
employees, employees in post and telegraph and telecommunica
tions and medical workers etc. Estimated number of workers 
and employees joining the strike throughout the State has 
been placed at about 14 lakhs. About 2,000 workers were arre sted„
TRIP URA

ihe 9th September Bandh was a big success. All state 
Government offices, Road Transport, Schools and colleges 
resides inuustrial establishments observed complete strike.

MADHYA PRAPS SH

_ 50'000 industrial workers, peasants, youth and
students ana women courted arrest on 19th august. gif unions, m mining, Te-^^ ■ ^ayesc.
scale industries were engineering, Bidi and small- 

f°re—front in organising the 
^and Bandh bringing together 

, Trade unions organisations 
towns including MaJ°r cities and
=tc. observed a pdore, aaipur, Bilaspur
Congress and B.J.p. ' r -spiue opposition from

other affiliates of Centralsides youth

A S SAM

There was total bandh in c 
Kokrajhar Tea dscates and in 
employees. Top state leaders

■-rtain areas including Malegaon, 
many sec cions of telegraph
of AITUC were arrested.

contd..... 5
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HaR/AHA

industrial 
in several area of Rohtak observed strike. Local

Bhiwani, Delhi-Road blocked th< including Hissar.
traffic for several hours

al so joinedin districts of palwal, FaridabadP.N.D. workers also

BANKS, loSuRAJCH B TC .

^mploy^s in oanks, and insurance companies participated 
in the struggle every where in country with their usual 
determination and enthusiasm. So was the case with electri 
workers in many of the states. performance of Road 
.transport workers however, does not give cause for much 
satisfaction oarring a few brilliant exceptions like that 
of State Transport workers of Karnataka, Goa and Punjab, 
besides those of Bengal and Kerala. post, telegraph and 
-1-communication services exhibited enough enthusiasm but 
their actualparticipation did not match their enthusiasm. 
This was perhaps mainly due to luke-warm attitude of the 
national leadersnip of these services.

Highly noteworthy has also been the performance of state 
Government employees practically all over India. Their 
participation in the "Bharat Bandh" surpassed even expecta
tion of sponsoring organisations.

The same could be said about defence workers who stead
fastly responded to the General strike call almost all over 
India inspite of the fact that several other departmental 
undertakings backed, out from the strike decision at the last moment.

employees in major sectors like Railways and sections of 
ports and Docks,(except the aITUC affiliates) made little 
contribution to this historic struggle in spite of repeated 
calls made by the Sponsoring Committee of trade unions. 
Participation of postal services and major sections of 
Central Governm—nt employees could also be described as 
less than partial. Participation of employees from these 
vital sectors in 9th September strike and bandh would have 
invested it with character of a near national upheaval.

Co AL
Coal Mines organised- under Samyukta Khadan Sangh 

(including Captive iron ore mines of Bhilai Steel plant, 
Dalli-Raj-Hara and mines in other areas) - organised the 
9th September strike. it was highly successful in Dalli- 
Rajhara, Nandini and Hirri Coal Mines. in addition the 
strike call was fully responded to by workers in various 
mines including Kirandool, Bacheli, Balco mines, Malanj 
Khand Copper mines, mines in areas like Korba, Gevera, 
Kusunda, Jumna Katina, Rai Gadh, Chrimiri,Suhagpur etc. The 
strike of workers in all these Coal fields created consider
able impact in many areas resulting in stoppage of 
.commercial, educational etc. activity.

co ntd..... 6
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UITaR PRaD^SH & _MaDHYA PRADN SH - NCb
Bingrauli Coyala Mazdoor Sangh and Colliery Mazdoor Sabhal

though no cl^ar-cut information has Deen made avail able 
as to the extent of participation of workers or these coal 
fields in rhe 19th August ;iJail Bharou and 9th September 
Bharat Bandh it appears that the strike in these Coal
fields has not been very successful except, perhaps in 
certain sections of N.C.L Ihe role or affiliates of other 
Central trade Unions in the 19th August and 9th September 
action would appear to be negative.

8 Re. J xU Nrid. iR CO; A, in ING S _ — ORISSA

Large number of workers in Brajraj Nagar Coal mines led 
by the AltUC and All India Mines Norka rs ' Beue rat io n are also 
reported to have participated in 9th September strike.

Serious note has also to be taken of the fact that 
insoiw of the wide dimensions of the movement extending 
-ven to several unorganised sections of the industry and 
professions, workers in certain major segments of organised 
industry could not be persuaded to respond to the 9th 
September general strike call. Giant BHHL units like those 
in Hardwar and Bhopal Singareni Coal Mines, etc., besides 
sections of workers in major steel enterprises furnish such 
examples. similar has been the case with certain important 
sections of services like ITDC and many of nationalised 
Ho te 1 s und -- r it.

-i SPECIAL BHAtURE OH Mid JAIL BHARO a ND BaNDH CAMPAIGN

Special mention must be - made of important contribution
. co the' success of the struggle by large sections of th 

" O1. in9 P-opl in rural India, including small peasants and 
agricultural workers. it was for the first time in the 
nistory of working-class struggle in our country that the 
jO1 ind otCcions ox rural population made common cause with 
xn^ industrial workers and urban toilers on matters of 

vitally affecting national interests. as 
o ai—a xOdChers both in schools and universities al re ad y
1“^ stru9gle in a big way. Active participation of 
organised workers including women on 
ma in such overwhelming numbers is another highly 
llmiSwlcaldh?3 °f y°Uth ®nd ^“lents, though on a 
ximitea scale, also contributed to expanding the r.movement in appropriate directions. PanQing tn^ oase °

un
scale
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i f reported)SSg^Hlscd since tenar3, ____ ., _

lakh "and half workers numbering about a
^mllnudu and tait. of
eemands were ref^rr-m j-r/' ■ u-1 ,“c"'rriDer, 1992,. - mheir
bipartite negotiations\nd with simultaneous
KsH2V- per monthan interim relief of 
and settled by jac with struggle was ledand ATP, etc. ' ‘ I^TuC, AITUC HMS, CIfU, LPF , nlo

2. Karnataka; Road Transport workers organised a 
against delay" in start 15/ 000 w°^kers on 5 March'93

Y n starting wage negotiations.

on prolona-dr^r^°f thS Sancoal e Industrial Estate went 
releaae of the 10 work--rhe 8th ”a?'93 demanding unconditional 
up charges rh v » ? ® “««*«> in th* Estate on trumpoo3«tc up by police. Ih5
suspension of police off^XXl “d da“auaad

Tamil nadu ;1993~;^~t;~fS result or police firing on April 10, 
Peaceful procession of workers of Pugalur Sunar

Trichy 3
workers d manS'J IV Was a Peaceful procession of 130iXnc^^^9 r^ploymmt of about 500 workers who were 

ln bovttmoor 1992, on the ^pretsxtof transfer ofownsrship.

-2 observed a bandh onApril 93, wh^n the workers took out a huge silent procession, carrying the dead todies of theirorkers shot 
oy the police.

/j ’ ^.diblZ^radeshi Hundreds of Bidi workers in Madhya 
Pradesh assembled in Bhopal on June 14, 1993, to stage 
Daarna near Raj Bhavan demanding increase in the minimum 
,,age rates from Rs. 14/- per day to Rs.3 2.4 2 per day linked 
lch Consumer Price Index and also for payment of D.A.

Separately following increase in CPI.

Nearly 500 Bidi workers who proceeded to submit 
memorandum to the Governor were arrested and sent to Jail 
oy police. Later a delegation, led by the General secretarv 
to Madhya Pradesh State committee of AITUC, Com.c.R.Bakshi 
suomitted a memorandum to the Governor, who admitted thst 
— h'—rc was a strong case ior wage increase of the Bidi 
workers.
5. Karnataka; As per call of KSRTC Staff and workers' 
Federation, the State Road Transport workers observed 
Dharna before the Divisional offices all over the state 
of Karnataka.in support of their charter of demands and 
against the irresponsible statement of State Transport 
Minister. ihe corporation employs about 50,000 employees.
7’ Campaign against Privatisation of iisCO.

Five major Trade Unions, aITUC, INTUC, CITU, HMS and 
BMS in a letter to the Chairman, Parliamentary standing 
Committee of Industry, and the Minister for steel, 
opposed any move to induct privatisation either through

contd 2
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Mukund Engineering or any other private P^rty “d^advoeated 

tisCO's modernisation through SAIL. inJ£X,t'1M3, all 
invitation of the minister on utfe mrgAt- made
the Trade union representatives attending L1 unless
it clear that no further discussion coulo oe meetin
the above proposal was conceded in princip a 
therefore, abruptly ended.

8. power Workers strike in Bihar

30,000 employees of the Bihar State Electricity Board 
went on strike from 7 October 1993 against extremely 
attitude and victimisation by she Chairman, who wane- un 
float a pocket-union by large scale removal of several
prominent leaders of the movement from service and 
transferring scores of them to far off places. Inc 
tion became so serious that two of the top leaders 
Federation, Coms. A. B. Bardhan and Chakradhar Prasad Singh 

ua-

were forced to go on hunger strike
9. Against Dunkel Dr aft

A memorandum was presented by a 15 member delegation 
including aIfUC1 representative to the Commerce Minister 
describing Dunkel Draft as a charter of compromising the 
Nation's Sovereignty and protesting against the visit of 
Mr. Sutherland, the successor of Dunkel on the 2 8th 
October 193 .
10 . Bata Employees Struggle

Bata employees of Faridabad have lodged a complaint 
with the Labour Commissioner against the management ' s 
unilateral policy-of ordering curtailment of production and 
ultimate reduction of manpower and mass retrenchment-

11. Mineral Exploration Corporation Employees1
Dharna against Government 1s Apathy.

About 7,000 employees of MS CL, all over the country 
launched a week long Dharna against the Government's apathy 
in getting work and refusing to give financial support to 
the expert drilling exploration corporation in the Central 
Public sector, between 22 and 27 November 1993 .

Having formed a Joint Action Committee 
INTUC, CITU, HMS and BMS representatives hel 
conference on 3 0 November'92 1993 and a semi 
Revival plan on the 4 December 1993 with th.

w ith AI T UC

of the CMD, Director (Technical) 
association, Com. A. B.Bardhan of

President of officers

B.P.Kashyap of CITU, Ms.Nawal of BMS 
Singh,. NX CMD of MBCL, WCL, CMPOI, NE 
^Ue st.

UC, _3.Q.Zama of INTUC 
z with Shri Mahip 
LC as the Chief

£2stal Jmglo^^^_^ (already referred to
in the main report)



New Economic and Industrial policies lead to worsening 
Oi- economic situation with gross distortions in social 

._______ 1 if e_
government has been finding itself unable to prevent 

persistent rise in revenue deficit, which on the basis of 
tne year 1993-94, is almost certain to rise from Rs. 17,630 
crores to Rs. 32,874 crores during the next two years, 
constituting much more than the target of 4.7% of GDP. 
Budget deficit on all calculations is going to soar to more 
taan 6.2% of GDP, which is well above the target of 5.7% 
for the year 1993-94. Substantially higher volume of RBI 
credits than tne target of Rs.4314 crores advanced to meet 
the budget deficit has become a contributory factor in 
fuelling inflation. Phis is taking place despite heavy cut
backs on capital expenditure and social spending.
2. Sustained rise in annual rate of inflation has been 
taking place all through this period. This rate according 
to official figures for the week ending 13.11.93, stands at 
8.5%, which represents the steepest level in the last 47 
weeks. these being only provisional figures, which always 
under estimate the extent of price-rise, tne actual rate in 
all probability may by now have crossed the double-digit 
mark.
3. Official wholesale price index for all commodities has 
already recorded a rise to 2 51.7 during the week ending 
6.11.93. Working class Consumer price Index for September 
1993, according to official figures stood over 7% higher 
than the corresponding period of 199 2(259 against 243 in 
September 1992). Continuous increase in indices of food 
articles constitute the main factor in causing the rise. 
These figures, as is well known, underestimate the actual 
extent of price-rise -which is manipulated downwards through 
introducing consumer durables in the consumption basket.
4. In spite of having a good monsoon for the 6th succession 
year, and good procurement performance with ample food 
stocks claimed by the Government, grain prices continue to 
soar. In October, 1993, alone the price of wheat increased 
by 4.3% and of rice by 2.3%. This is naturally leading 
to drastic erosion of tne already meagre purchasing power 
of mass of the working people, imposing untold misery 
and privations on them.
5. Overall stagnation and decline of growth in industrial 

sector- further deepening of recession etc.
In the first quarter of the current financial year 

(April - June 1993) industrial production increased by 
a meagre 0.8% against the targetted growth rate of 5% in 
the current year. The manufacturing sector, in particular 
the capital goods segment, has had a negative growth of 
d.4%. so far. The industry according to expert opinion

contd...... 3
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fete? Xn^T^ been hit * de^ine in public
lik- ^Iter 1 by thS and IMF' besides factor;
Sector m!^S11Z1Or\^ CaPacity caused by anti-public 
‘^r a -^S aeing taken by the Government besides
Persisting demand—recession.
6• angering rise in unemployment.

. , conaideration all the foregoing factors
otbers directly affecting employment, the 

siuuatipn has oeen assuming alarming proportions. with 
increasing number of unemployed on the live register, 
constantly dwindling number of vacancies notified, and still 
smaller number^of actual placements, along with millions of 
lose joos Que to restructuringPof the industry under the 
overall IMF - W.B.-brand 'structural Adjustment programmes 
of the Government; compounded by unabated spate of closures, 
partial as well as full, lock-outs, etc., the number of 
persons for whom jobs have to be created would far exceed 
th<= Government's own estimate of nearly 100 million during 
the next 6—7 years. Viewed against these facts arid' figures 
the.so-called 'Exit policy' advocated by IMF-W.B. , besides 
Indian and foreign monopolies, and accepted by the Government 
spells disaster for our social and economic life. Nod of 
approval on the part of the Government to highly retrograde 
recommendations of bodies like Goswami Committee, Narasimhan 
Committee and Committee on Austrity and Rangarajan Committee 
ecc. is sure ultimately to lead to protracted industrial 
strife, social tensions, threatening the very unity of the 
nation. All talk of 'retraining' and 'redeployment' is 
proving deceptive, with the so-called NRF being utilized 
for anti-working class 'VRS ' or retrenchment schemes only.
7. Highly damaging consequences of direction of Foreign 

Direct Investment (FDI)and unrestricted entry of MNCs
As against the totally unfounded claim of the Government 

that the bulk of the total FDI approvals of Rs. 9,168 crores 
have been in the priority sector, an analysis of the direc
tion of actual investments, based on facts and figures 
released by the ministry of Industry itself, prove that in 
reality the bulk of the promised inflows of FDI are confined 
to Consumer non-durables & durables. Hardly any concrete 
inflows in sectors like power, Telecom, etc. have so far 
materialised and the Government; has all but surrendered to 
the demand of the MNCs for sovereign guarantee of 16% 
return on capital. However, MNCs are putting forward a 
number of other conditions like the right to have captive 
coal mine s,a nd jo Ant • operation of accounts with electricity 
Boards, etc. before making actual investment in these 
industries. Considering that Dollar Bond rates are 
currently nearly 8%, entertainment of FDI on such 1iocrdl 
terms can-not but lead to seriously adverse consequences 
for our indigenous industry particularly in the small- 
scale and ancillary sectors.

contd.... 4
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Hedded to the basics of the REP, the Govt, is not able . 
to prevent the wholesale take-over of our Consumer industries 
by iNCs through various devices. Take-over of Parle by 
Coke of USA, absorption of Gctdrej by proctor and Gambles, 
of Tomco by Hindustan Levers & Malhotras by Gillette, 
furnish ready examples of such take-overs. policies 
pursued by the Government render it incapable of intervening 
in a situation wh< re Rights shares at f antastically heavy 
discount are being issued to the promoters of foreign 
companies operating in India, thus enabling them to enrich 
themselves with bonanzas amounting to thousands of million 
rupees.
8. Privatisation and Disinvestment measures threaten 

gross misuse/'misdirection of nation1 s resources
The zeal with which the Government conducted the last 

round of disinvestment of PSU shares has already resulted, 
in under-real isation of receipts aggregating to Rs. 3,441.71 
crores. This was due to complete disregard of guidelines 
on mechanism to be set up for disinvestment, and met with 
serious objection from CAG, besides severe criticism in the 
Parliament. What further compounds the guilt of the Govt, 
is the fact that receipts from disinvestment are being 
utilised for meeting deficit revenue instead of meeting the 
requirements of modernisation and expansion of p SUs. The 
intended implementation of recommendations of Range Rajan 
Committee is going to lead to indiscriminate disinvestment 
and privatisation under the smokescreen of "augmentation 
of equity base of PSUs" from capital market. All these 
measures are fraught with grave consequences for national 
interests, virtually paving the way for full control and tak< 
over.of vast national assets of our PSUs by indigenous and 
foreign monopolies for a song.

While- unable 
PCs in Rig or unwilling

black money which 
social fabric of

any effort
to curb predatory operatic 
of Indian monopoly houses,

is playing havoc with economic and
. . , - • -- Government is readilvcontemplating implementation of the World Bank - IMF 

rd'jht to curb basic Trade union and democratic
th^ SO the proposed measures to bring forward

in furtherance of latently c.nti-1 aoour ana anti-social 'exit policy'.
^°’ X nis. -connection pointed attention of the Hon'bl e 
finance Minister is invited to the contents of a Seenf- 
worla Banx study on the crucial Government role in 
steering national economy of 'East Asian Tigers' - south

Kon?/ JaPan' etc- rhe Study takes soeciSl
of systamatic intervention by the Governments in these countries in playing a key role in dZXf?^ the industry. This has taken man/fornr deveiopmg 

subsidized credit to select industries -protelt^9^ 
import-substitutes, supporting..^ D through public 
investment couplea wish anti- inf 1 at ionarv fisc^ 
monetary policies. This i o i rm y ' £lsCa-l ana1 “ nis ls a clear indication of even •

contd..... 5
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markets1!©8^^^0-^ away from placing complete faith in 
practised in th-'3 sele^tive Government intervention as pracuis-a m one abovenamed countries.

reductionWQftae matter is viewed disinvestment, Sth nrnv^n " !n'C ana Privatisation of major PSUs
2 Z °rQ of good Performance is inimical to the 

1 sts of national economy. Policies which are result
ing in ^rowing open the entire public Transport industry 
\Pyivaye? °Perators, denying even economically viable 
Publ^G succor units their requirements of working capital/ 
inPUc3 ana starving giant enterprises like the BHEL of 
orders.which they are capable of executing /even in a 
competitive market, have nothing in common with the well- 
being of^the people. The reported move to close down a 
number of branches of nationalised banks and to allow 
xor-ign equity participation upto 49% in private banking 
sector, which is being substantially expanded, have seeds 
of subversion of the entire public sector banking system.
12. Menacing shadow of Dunkel proposals

In the race for integration of Indian economy with 
global economy our Government feels compelled to accept the 
infamous Dunkel proposals in one form or the other. These 
proposals in essence amount to acceptance of the G-7 claim 
to retain monopoly over technology, while indulging in glib 
talk of 'Tree Tradeu with the aim of gaining access to our 
markets. Acceptance of these proposals would scotch R & D 
in India, making it permanently dependant on them* It 
would directly and seriously hit out pharmaceutical industry 
besides adversely affecting our agriculture.
13. Balance of Trade and prospects of external 

aid receipts - Foreign debt
Though the gap between exports and imports has narrowed 

down during this period but the position still remains 
unsatisfactory and uncertain. This is so oecause of 
substantial increase in the share of agro based products^ 
in the total value of exports. The share of manufactured 
goods in our exports remains far from satisfactory, and 
to that extent our export trade continues to be unstable 
and shaky. As for our foreign exchange reserves, they 
are of the order of 7 billion Dollars as against a to<-al 
external debt of 85 billion Dollars. There is thus need 
for a sustained annual export growth rate of _ 20-25% in 
Dollar terms and the NEP shows no way to achieve this 
target.

Total external aid receipts for the centre during the 
first half of 1993-94, for which figures are available, 
have continued to to negative. Against a gross aid receipt 
of Rs . 2,883 crores in this period there is actually a n^t 
outflow of 1,676 crores after deducting repayments or 
Rs.2,518 crores and interest payments of Rs. 2,041 troru. 
Note must also be taken of the id sconc-r ting nevelopment, ■ Total outflow from NRI depositsinvolving NRI aeposn-s. localin the first half of the current financial year is

contd.... 6
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estimated at 778 million U.S. Dollars, which is substantially 
higher than the outflow of 158 million U.S. Dollars during 
the same period of 1992-93. Outflow in September, 1993, 
alone is estimated at 192 million Dollars - with foreign 
currency account outflow claiming a major share of the 
total outflow.
14. Summing up the experience of the NEP during this period, 
the AITUC is of the firm opinion that the road to competi
tion does not and cannot flow from IMF - W. B. model of 
'liberalisation1. On the contrary it flows from policies 
of self-reliance- with foreign trade •ontributing to 
strengthening its base. Experience and success of far 
east economies confirm that loans from World Bank & IMF 
with their conditionalities raise costs in the present with 
a highly doubtful benefit, if any, in the future.

In keeping with the foregoing analysis of the economic 
policies or the Government, the AITUC' makes the following 
proposals/suggestions for framing the budget for 1994-95;-

: fhe Budget deficit should be reduced by imposing taxes 
on builders, speculators, the big land holders etc., 
increase taxes ^on import of consumer goods and streamline 

machinery tor collection of tax, customs duty and excise a 4- —
Steps should be taken to sec that the wasteful expenditure of the Government is eliminated;

b of manufactured goods should be encouraged
, a gives better unit value. The increase in exports 
oe accompanied by decrease in import of luxury goods 
goods manufactured in the country

as 
should 

and
The thoughtless import of Copper 

of Hindustan Copper Ltd. is leading to the crisis

^liti-h^?^^ units should .be made autonomous and

oS busies

re structured.
created besides 

authority delinked from th 
inis auunority should be entrusts

The banking system should be ■ ' 
^nking corporation of India should be 
establishing a Central banking 
deserve Bank of India. p’- ; - 
with full responsibility -F^r- id oe entrustedmonitering of the Bankina - Jsduidance and 
shares or permitting larqe^cpp‘h attempt to disinvest 
or T.n.b. 's should be stopp^ inking in private sector 
and shouldSbe1cncourIged!S Sh°Uld be tax concessions
7. Investment in Infrastructure /^iuuing
continue as it is essence? Sth 4 • P°Tr sector should agricultural development. f industrial and

contd.... 7
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3. import of fore ion +-■- '
high tech sector and can. sh°uld be restricted to 

capital goods sector.
9. expo "'' 
should b 
This is

should
levisa on 

a must to b
on R. & d

competitive in th evelopment of 
worl d.

10. free trade is discs 
guiaea restrictions. rous. There should be necessary

instead
renawal Fund should be utilised 

d Ox sick industries and for traininn
schemes.

12 . de s t ri c t i o n 
wholesale traders snould be imposed on bank fooograins and other credit to the 

consumer items.
13. strange 
system to 
of mass- con 
and pricing

nemng and expansion of Public distribution 
rural areas along with wider coverage in item 
sumption with effective supervision on sale 
or such commodities.

should be encouraged and directed towards 
proauccion of wage goods rather than consumer durables.

“ iHirm seeps should be undertaken to unearth black money 
hrough curbing malpractices in foreign trade, speculative 

trade, unaer valuation in transactions involving immovable 
properly, and tax dodging etc.

Io. Managements, responsible for creating sickness through 
financial and managerial malpractices must be penalised by 
confiscating the assets of companies or enterprises belonain., 
uo the same group.

17. Protection and generation of employment should form the 
basis of our economic and industrial policy. Through land 
reforms and ceiling laws should strictly be implemented. 
Small scale labour intensive industries, and agro-based 
industries in the rural centres should be encouraged and 
supported. Self employment opportunities and employment 
guarantee schemes should be introduced throughout the 
country. In these schemes minimum wage should be 
guaranteed.

18. The guidelines issued by the industries ministry for 
wage negotiations in public sector should be withdrawn.

19. The unanimous recommendations of central trade unions 
regarding D. A. Slabs should be implemented.

20. The existing ceiling as regards eligibility as well 
as quantum of bonus must be immediately done away with.

21. income ceiling for salaried people for the purpose 
of income tax be raised to Rs. 50,000.

contd...... 8
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22. All social security benefits should be extended to th; 
workers of unorganised sector.
23. indexised pension scheme should be introduced for all 
works rs.
24. Adequate provision of funds for extensive as well as 
intensive programmes of housing, health care, education, 
slum clearance, literacy campaign, etc. should be made in 
the budget.
25. All trade unions are opposed to 'exit policy'. Pha 
Government should withdraw the so-called industrial rela
tions bill and should enact a bill on the- basis of the 
unanimous recommendations of the Ramanujan Committee.

Representatives of the AITUC would like to supplement 
the foregoing in the course of their oral discussions with 
Finance Minister.

S. KRI 3HNAN 
PRE SIDE NT

AITUC



APPEND IX-IV
Proposals of aituc as amendad & acceptad by

and ac^XitXnd fnoXrtX"1?3^ ^^tion of work 
several issues mn-Fr '~volve common approach on 
workers so that f- C12g the I'rade Union movement andworxers,^so that i^ may help in greater 
merger or tne two organisations, namely 

following proposals are made;
unity and ultimate 
the aIIUC and HMS,the

1. A coordination Committee of both 
to be constituted at the national level, 
begming it could consist of the president 
Secretary, and not more than seven reorese

the organisations
I n the

of each organisation.
2 . Similar Coordination Committe

Coordination Committees at the level of National 
industrial Federations and also State level industrial 
Federations to be constituted.

4. Efforts to be made to promote the coordination also 
at the unions level.

5. For the present, the formation of the Coordination 
Committees will not come in the way of affiliation 
of the organisations to international Irade Union 
Centre s.

the

/I come

.The national level Coordination. Committee to meet 
atleast once in three months to*dis«U3S national
issues and policy matters, initiating or evolving 
campaigns on common issues. The available members of 

Coordination Committee to meet as often as possible to
work out the details and implement them. efforts to 
be made in these meetings to have a common approach 
on all issues, in Committees which deal with the Gcv 
or other Central Trade Union organisations like the 
Sponsoring Committee of Trade unions, CP3TU, Placfori.,
of mass organisations etc 
any issue which could not resolved despite discus-
sions, each central T U is permitted to express

this should not come
its 
wayown opinion. Howeverof making continued efforts t^ja common approach on 

the issues. If differences arise at otate level, t 
national level leaders will assist to sort them out 
so that a united approach could be evolved.
In the light 
for greater

of experience, further steps to be taken 
coordination and unity of the two

o rgani sations.



SfAfl of IC AL INEO RMAf ION

(B) Decreasing Employment in public sector Enterprises

GLQOtf__ RAI ION PRO SPECII
(A) Incre asing numbe r of

job- seakars ■ Opp)

year No. of Applic ant s Vacancies Placementson Live Re g i s te r Notif ied

19 87 30,247 621 360
1988 30,050 544 33 0
19 89 32,776 599 2 89
1990 34,632 490 2 66
1991 36,300 365 197
1992 37,171 316 180
Sep t 0

Aar No. of Regular Employees ^age increase/
(in lakhs) decrease from

previous year.

1978-79 17.03 —

1984-85 21.07 / —

1985-86 21.54' 2.23

1986-87 22.11 2.65

1987-83 22.14 0.01

1988-89 22.09 (-) 0.23

1989-90 2 2.36 1.22

22.19 0.761990-91
(-) 1.60

191-92 21.84

(public Enterprises 
Survey - 1991-92) 

contd..... -2
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(C)
EMPLOYMENT id THE PRIVATE SDCTOR_

( Lakhs ) ;

19 30. 72.27 1

1981 73.95

19 83 75.52

1984 73.46

1985 73.09 1990 - 75.90

1986 73.74 1991 - 78.54

1987 73.64

1988 73.92

1989 74.5 3 (As on 31 March)

'Reiate-s to non-agricultural establishments in the 
private sector employing 10 or more persons.

(Ministry of Labour)

(D) 3DUCATup JO B- SEEKERS

As on 31 December 1991

Males - 15557.0

Rem al e s - 4549.9

. To t a 1: "2110679“

(in thousands)

Matriculates and above but below graduate degree 
constituted 82.8 per cent of the educated job-seekers and 
the remaining 17.2 percent were graduate and above. About 
21.6 per cent of educated job-seekers were females.

Sluggish Growth _in employment

According to the latest data compiled by the National 

sample Survey Organisation, the average national growth 

in employment in all broad sectors of the national 

economy since 1987 has been a mere 1.82 per cent on 
annual basis.

contd..... 3
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Sectionally, construction industry showed 3.58 percent 
3r°" n tn“ highest among all other sectors, followed 
by electricity, gas and. water (2.73 •%) and transport, 
storage and communication (2.05 %)

Other .sectors in .the growth in employment are Mining 
and quarrying - 1.94%, agriculture and allied fields 1.65% 
Other servic.-s together achieved 1.82 percent growth.

Ine Survey says that the to^al employment is estimated 
at 314.14 million in 19^2 as compared to 290.93 million 
in 1987-88. Agriculture and allied fields provided the 
maximum number of people - 199.33 million in 1992 as 
against 135.90 million in 1987—88. There were 13.38 
million employed in the construction industry in 1992 
compared to 11.52 million in 1988.

1^ the organised sector, over-all employment had 
increased to 26.8 million in March 1991 from 25.71 million 
in March 1988.



D. it. ol abs
Join t_J3^^1£roposal

Ml the aw Major National Trade Union 
hev» come to a unanimous decision on fixation of D.A. slubs to. 
the Central Public x*,.- units. m • decision has br n con. o o 
to the Union Minister of Labour, Siri P.Sangma in a joint 

communication dat-d 20-11-1993°
Th- slabs worked cut jointly ar- as follows:

1 . B-loW hs .1 801 
2. ns J 301-22 0) 
3. hs .22 01-2600 
i+. hs .2601-3 000 
5. hs .3001-3^00 
6. hs aur-38-i
7 . hs .3 8^1 -Voo 

hs .2 per point 
hs.2.% ”
hs .3.00 ”
hs.3.^0 ”
hs.^.00 ”

hs.^.po ”



ALL - INDIA 
N UM BiC R S FO R ^aR PRICN 

workers

1992__ 1980 Ba se 1960 Base 1993 1980 Ba S‘3 1960 Base
1188

January - 22 8 — 1124 241
February - 229 — 1129 242 1193March - 229 — 1129 243 1197
April - 2 31 - 1139 245 1207
May 234 — 1154 246 1212
June - 236 - 1164 250 1232
July 242 — 1193 253 1247
Augu st 2 42 — 1193 256 1262
September -2 43 — 1198 259 1276
October - 2 44 — 1203
November - 244 — 1203
December - 243 - 1198
------- —- -, .. ----- - -------- ——--------- ----------

Increusing pre nd in Consumer Price index Numbers

Between 1961 and 1992 the rise of consumer price 
index gave the following picture;

(compared to previous year)

fear All-India Consumer
Price index?

Annual Average for
Calender year; 1960 Base

Rise of
Pric 

Jen ye

points in 
e Index;
ar periods

1961 104
1971 190 86

1981 441 251

1991 1045 604

1992 1169 124

rontd. ... . 2
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Major hike in administered prices during 1992 93

1. All petroleum products except 

Kerosene for domestic use

2. procurement prices of 

Tabi Crops

3. Issue prices of wheat 

and rice

September 1992 

by 15%

January 1993 

by 12.5 to 23.8%

In January 1993 

by 16 %

4. Levy Sugar

5 . Coal Price

6. Railway freight 

and fare

In February 1993 

by 20.28%

In February 1993 

by 12.42%

In April 1993 

by 10.12 %



Inf,at ion _Jiocument

SOn Ui ION

In ci Joint 14gotinrvF - >-cow ms and IOTUC° of A“aC' ®s-
Unions thereof ■ in TTh™ I J Jer^i°ns ana Affiliated tion held on Sth n J^C° bnJs and IISCO Officers Associa- 

±n Speaker's Hall,

u-J Jll ^longwith a large number of members
i J ri discussed the issue of the Indian Iron and 

comPany (IISCO) Denationalisation Bill in the
-drl lament, and after long deliberations passed the follow!.

IISCo must remain a part of the Steel Authority of 
Indian Limited (SAIL).

2" Modernisation of IISCO should be done through SAIL.
3’ Central Trade Union Organisations will seek interview 

and discussions with the prime Minister, Finance 
Minister, and Steel Minister before the introduction 
of the Sill, to impress upon them the after-effect c 
denationalisation of IISCO.

4. in the event of introduction of the Bill in the 
Parliament, all the employees in all the units of IIoC 
will embark upon the following programme; -
a) One-day hunger strike by all the employees on the 

day after the Bill is introduced in the parliament.
b) One-day strike in all the units on a date fixed p 

thereafter.
c) One-day strike in all the Steel plants.
d) National agitation including one-day national strik- 

as a protest against the closure, privatisation an: 
such other steps in the public sector undertakings.,

e) There should be movements and agitations in all ta. 
Units of IISCO as also in the steel plants and at th 
national level.

f) There will be meetings at Burnpur and at Calcutta t: 
explain to the employees end to motivate taem to 
fight against any odds.

g) Central rallies be organised at Burnpur and at 
Calcutta over the issue.

h) Arrangement will be made for a National Debate on 
t t gup i nv i t i ng technical persons in cl ud la j e ..
Ministers, ex-Steel secretaries, Ex-Chairmen, SAIL 
etc to have an open—forum discussion.

i) Trade Union leaders will adoption-cooperation . 
attitude with regard to other issues on ote^l sector 
or other sectors.

P TO ........ 2
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j) All benefits hitherto giv;n to the employees of IISCO 
due to Steel sector wage negotiations or Coal wage 
negotiations or collective bargaining, pension and 
Interim Relief, etc. should also be given to the employees 
of IISCO as all along here-to-for. All service conditions 
facilities, privileges and safeguards as given to the 
employees of SAIL and employees and officers of IISCO 
must be allowed to continue,

k) No reference of IISCO matter to BIFR.
1) Central Trade union leaders will represent to the Labour 

Minister for a special meeting of the Tripartite Committee over the IISCO issue.
mJ Central Trade Union leaders, their federations and the 

affiliate unions will have a concerted programme of 
mass movement to acquaint the employees with the real 
situation and also to face disinformation and misleading 
propaganda lashed out by interested elements including 
the bidders of IISCO.

n) as a last resort, if at all, the- IISCO is handed over 
to che private interests, the employees may seek or 
have the option of availing the alternative scheme as

- p-r the Memorandum of Settlement held in July, 1939.
o) Steps should be taken against violation of the 

Memorandum of Agreement reached in July, 1989 over IISCO .
fd If IISCO is handed over to the management of employees, 

ana .off icers, it should be made ready for modernisation 
having in-house technical and financial help from SAIL.

q) Dharna before the prime Minister's House to oress for 
the isSUe.

rJ Lastly, should prepare for legal steps to prevent 
ecnaeionalisation of IISCO.

, rha Central trade Union Organisations will take needful s<-eps as mentioned, above.
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